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We never give-up, never surrender, and we must go home, it is our destiny.  We are 
proud Iranian, we will defeat our enemy and will prevail our enemy as our parents did, 

and we shall do it.
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Newspaper for Month of July 2008 Issue
 
Dedicated: 

This month’s paper is dedicated to Unsung Heroes that they faced cruelty of Marxist-
Islamist riot of 1979 and their families felt huge losses in their life and nothing would be 
able to illustrate their excruciating pain that they have been going through in this life.  

1. 1979,Jul,04,Ghezelbash,Abdollah,Lieutenant,Rezaieyeh,Execution
2. 1979,Jul,05,Moabber,Rohollah,Savak,Tehran,Execution
3. 1979,Jul,06,Jabbari,Hormouz,Major-Police,Mashhad,Execution
4. 1979,Jul,11,Allekasir,Abdolreza,-,Dezfol,Execution
5. 1979,Jul,11,Aminmehrabani,Mohammad,-,Abadeh,Execution
6. 1979,Jul,11,Asgari,Anoshiravan,Police,Behshahr,Execution
7. 1979,Jul,11,Sardar,Ahmad,Private-Army,Esfehan,Execution
8. 1979,Jul,12,Afshari,Sahab,-,Tehran,Execution
9. 1979,Jul,12,Bagheriyan,Mansour,Journalist,Tehran,Execution
10. 1979,Jul,12,Ghasemi,Sakineh,-,Tehran,Execution
11. 1979,Jul,12,Gholami,Hossien,Police,Lahijan,Execution
12. 1979,Jul,12,Khanzadeh,changiz,-,Rezaieyeh,Execution
13. 1979,Jul,12,Mafiha,Zahra,-,Tehran,Execution
14. 1979,Jul,12,Mosazadeh,Bartollah,Sergeant,Tehran,Execution
15. 1979,Jul,13,Azinfar,Ali,Major-Police,Torbateheydarieh,Execution
16. 1979,Jul,13,Bahrami,Mohammadali,Sergeant Major,Kermanshah,Execution
17. 1979,Jul,13,Farbodi,Hossien,Police,Torbateheydarieh,Execution
18. 1979,Jul,13,Haghverdi,Mohammad,Police,Torbateheydarieh,Execution
19. 1979,Jul,13,Jangafza,Mahmoud,-,Tehran,Execution
20. 1979,Jul,13,Mozaffarzadehghajari,Safar,-,Ahvaz,Execution
21. 1979,Jul,13,Pourbehzad,Gholamreza,-,Tehran,Execution
22. 1979,Jul,13,Shafiei,Manochehr,-,Ahvaz,Execution
23. 1979,Jul,13,Taheri,Hossien,-,Ahvaz,Execution
24. 1979,Jul,13,Taymourzadeh,Barat,Captain,Torabatehheydarieh,Execution
25. 1979,Jul,15,Asghariyan,Mohammad,-,Khoramshahr,Execution
26. 1979,Jul,15,Elhaghi,Abdolreza,-,Khorramshahr,Execution
27. 1979,Jul,15,Khalaji,Seyfali,-,Rezaieyeh,Execution
28. 1979,Jul,15,Najafi,noghreh,-,Kermanshah,Execution
29. 1979,Jul,16,Bechari,Avad,-,Khoramshahr,Execution
30. 1979,Jul,16,Bohrani,Jamil,-,Khoramshahr,Execution
31. 1979,Jul,16,Dalvandpour,Mohammad,Teacher,Dezfol,Execution
32. 1979,Jul,16,Eizadi,Hassan,Police,Dezfol,Execution
33. 1979,Jul,16,Farhadi,Hossien,Private-Army,Dezfol,Execution
34. 1979,Jul,16,Hassani,Ghodratollah,-,Gazvin,Execution
35. 1979,Jul,16,Hassannejad,Anvar,Barber,Tabriz,Execution
36. 1979,Jul,16,Hoghoghi,Maziyar,Captain-Army,Ardebil,Execution
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37. 1979,Jul,16,Saedi,Yahya,-,Gazvin,Execution
38. 1979,Jul,16,Sahrabadavi,Hassan,-,Dezfol,Execution
39. 1979,Jul,16,Shakeri,Feraydoun,-,Gazvin,Execution
40. 1979,Jul,16,Soltanzadeh,Abbas,Captain-Police,Ardebil,Execution
41. 1979,Jul,16,Tahmasbi,Mohammadsadigh,-,Gazvin,Execution
42. 1979,Jul,16,Vaysi,Kumars,Sergeant,Dezfol,Execution
43. 1979,Jul,16,Vaziri,Ali,-,Gazvin,Execution
44. 1979,Jul,17,Kaymanesh,Yadollah,Police,Amol,Execution
45. 1979,Jul,19,Hossienlou,hajpasha,-,Tabriz,Execution
46. 1979,Jul,19,Hossienlou,Rohollah,-,Tabriz,Execution
47. 1979,Jul,19,Jamalpour,Hossien,-,Tabriz,Execution
48. 1979,Jul,19,Jamalpour,Shahriyar,-,Tabriz,Execution
49. 1979,Jul,19,Karami,Reza,Captain-Police,Gazvin,Execution
50. 1979,Jul,19,Panahlou,Ata,-,Tabriz,Execution
51. 1979,Jul,20,Ahmadi,Mohammadali,Colonel,Ahvaz,Execution
52. 1979,Jul,20,Sefiddashti,Gholamreza,Police,Ahvaz,Execution
53. 1979,Jul,20,Vazifehkhah,Vazir,Sergeant Major,Gazvin,Execution
54. 1979,Jul,21,Bahramiyan,Gholamali,Savak,Esfehan,Execution
55. 1979,Jul,21,Jahedi,Alam,-,Ahvaz,Execution
56. 1979,Jul,21,Karimi,Toran,-,Tehran,Execution
57. 19799,Jul,21,Mohanna,Hassan,-,Tehran,Execution
58. 1979,Jul,21,Shahmohammadi,Gholamreza,-,Tehran,Execution
59. 1979,Jul,23,Ahmadi,Moharramali,Sergeant,Gonbadkavos,Execution
60. 1979,Jul,23,Ghaffari,Azizallah,Sergeant,Gonbadkavos,Execution
61. 1979,Jul,23,Gorjinejad,Ramezanali,Sergeant,Gonbadkavos,Execution
62. 1979,Jul,24,Derris,Abdolzahra,-,Abadan,Execution
63. 1979,Jul,24,Derris,Abdoljalil,-,Abadan,Execution
64. 1979,Jul,24,Mohammadi,Aziz,-,Abadan,Execution
65. 1979,Jul,24,Rabiei,Khazir,-,Abadan,Execution
66. 1979,Jul,24,Rasaie,Ahmad,-,Abadan,Execution
67. 1979,Jul,24,Zolfaghari,Iraj,Major-Police,Amol,Execution
68. 1979,Jul,25,Yazdani,Mohammad,Police,Arak,Execution
69. 1979,Jul,26,Ghadiravi,Saleh,-,Abadan,Execution
70. 1979,Jul,26,Homayounfar,Mohammadreza,-,Hamedan,Execution
71. 1979,Jul,26,Rashedi,Abdolhossien,-,Abadan,Execution
72. 1979,Jul,26,Razmkhah,Hossien,-,Hamedan,Execution
73. 1979,Jul,26,Razmkhah,Gholamreza,-,Hamedan,Execution
74. 1979,Jul,26,Safari,Khorshid,-,Abadan,Execution
75. 1979,Jul,31,Khoramiyanpour,Akbar,-,Esfehan,Execution,
76. 1980,Jul,1,Farahani,Firouz,-,Khooy,Execution
77. 1980,Jul,1,Mosavi,Miraliakbar,-,Khooy,Execution
78. 1980,Jul,1,Ranjbarizadeh,Mohammadgholi,-,Khooy,Execution
79. 1980,Jul,2,Adibpour,manochehr,Major,Shiraz,Execution
80. 1980,Jul,2,Afrouzeh,Mohammad,-,Zahedan,Execution
81. 1980,Jul,2,Arabi,Hossien,-,Shiraz,Execution
82. 1980,Jul,2,Bahmanpour,Ghazanfar,Colonel,Shiraz,Execution
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83. 1980,Jul,2,Bavandpour,Nokhas,-,Kermanshah,Execution
84. 1980,Jul,2,Bayzaei,Daryoush,Savak,Shiraz,Execution
85. 1980,Jul,2,Dadboud,Mahmoud,-,Shiraz,Execution
86. 1980,Jul,2,Danikani,Hossien,-,Shiraz,Execution
87. 1980,Jul,2,Dashtbani,Mozaffar,-,Shiraz,Execution
88. 1980,Jul,2,Dehpanah,Aliasghar,General-Army,Shiraz,Execution
89. 1980,Jul,2,Dosheboum,Bahman,-,Kermanshah,Execution
90. 1980,Jul,2,Fieli,Habib,-,Shiraz,Execution
91. 1980,Jul,2,Ghaheri,Mehdi,-,Najafabad,Execution
92. 1980,Jul,2,Ghiyouz,Haydarali,-,Najafabad,Execution
93. 1980,Jul,2,Hoti,Cheragh,-,Zahedan,Execution
94. 1980,Jul,2,Jalalvand,Mostafa,-,Hamedan,Execution
95. 1980,Jul,2,Kiyani,Ahmad,Taxi Driver,Hamedan,Execution
96. 1980,Jul,2,Koelkalimi,Nosrat,-,Shiraz,Executionn
97. 1980,Jul,2,Rahimi,Hajibaba,-,Shiraz,Execution
98. 1980,Jul,2,Rajabiaram,Mohammad,Butcher,Hamedan,Execution
99. 1980,Jul,2,Rezaei,Ahmad,-,Shiraz,Execution
100.1980,Jul,2,Taheri,Hassan,-,Amol,Execution
101.1980,Jul,2,Tavakoli,Ali,-,Najafabad,Execution
102.1980,Jul,2,Valadan,Abdolrasoul,-,Shiraz,Execution
103.1980,Jul,2,Zolghadr,Naser,Police,Shiraz,Execution
104.1980,Jul,3,Ghanbari,Gholamreza,-,Tehran,Execution
105.1980,Jul,3,Moradi,khodadad,-,Ghasreshirin,Execution
106.1980,Jul,3,Paknejad,Naser,-,Tehran,Execution
107.1980,Jul,3,Taymouri,Darvish,-,Tehran,Execution
108.1980,Jul,3,Vaezdaliri,Hossien,-,Theran,Execution
109.1980,Jul,5,Alaei,Abdollah,Police,Esfehan,Execution
110.1980,Jul,5,Daneshkhah,Ali,-,Esfehan,Execution
111.1980,Jul,5,Ghanbari,Jalil,-,Ghazvin,Execution
112.1980,Jul,5,Hekmatjou,Abbas,-,Esfehan,Execution
113.1980,Jul,5,Rafiei,Alimorad,Police,Esfehan,Execution
114.1980,Jul,5,Rafizadeh,Morad,-,Esfehan,Execution
115.1980,Jul,5,Rejhan,Abbasali,Police,Esfehan,Execution
116.1980,Jul,7,Ashaari,Asaad,-,Sanandaj,Execution
117.1980,Jul,7,Bajlani,Borhan,-,Sanandaj,Execution
118.1980,Jul,7,Chakoshi,Mokhtar,-,Sanandaj,Execution
119.1980,Jul,7,Fathi,Ali,-,Esfehan,Execution
120.1980,Jul,7,Javaheri,Abdolrahim,-,Sanandaj,Execution
121.1980,Jul,7,Rahmati,Mehdi,-,Esfehan,Execution
122.1980,Jul,7,Rajabi,Ahmad,-,Esfehan,Execution
123.1980,Jul,8,Assadkhani,Hajmohammad,-,Mashhad,Execution
124.1980,Jul,8,Ataei,Mohammadali,-,Mashhad,Execution
125.1980,Jul,8,Babakhani,Alireza,Sergeant-Army,Tehran,Execution
126.1980,Jul,8,Dadmohammadi,Hossien,-,Mashhad,Execution
127.1980,Jul,8,Ghareghozlou,Ghasem,-,Tehran,Execution
128.1980,Jul,8,Hassanpour,Mohammad,-,Tehran,Execution
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129.1980,Jul,8,Javadzadehbjestani,mohammad\-,Mashhad,Execution
130.1980,Jul,8,Kohrizi,Mohammadali,-,Tehran,Executionn
131.1980,Jul,8,Pourzarrin,Mirhassan,-,Tehran,Execution
132.1980,Jul,8,Shakeri,Mehdi,-,Tehran,Execution
133.1980,Jul,8,Shokroullahi,Hajali,-,Mashhad,Execution
134.1980,Jul,8,Siyahpoush,Eskandar,-,Tehran,Execution
135.1980,Jul,11,Abolghasemi,Esmaeil,-,Sabzevar,Execution
136.1980,Jul,11,Fasanghari,Roughiyeh,-,Sabzevar,Execution
137.1980,Jul,11,Ghaforiyan,Mohammadali,-,Sabzevar,Execution
138.1980,Jul,11,Hezareh,Mohammadali,-,Sabzevar,Execution
139.1980,Jul,11,Khanrobatjezi,Hossien,-,Sabzevar,Execution
140.1980,Jul,11,Tabasi,Mohammad,-,Sabzevar,Execution
141.1980,Jul,13,Hajziyaei,Ahmad,-,Esfehan,Execution
142.1980,Jul,13,Hatam,Hoshang,General-Army,Tehran,Execution
143.1980,Jul,13,Rajabiyan,Kiyoumars,Officer-Army,Tehran,Execution
144.1980,Jul,13,Tehrani,Jafar,-,Esfehan,Execution
145.1980,Jul,13,Torkan,Rajabali,-,Esfehan,Execution
146.1980,Jul,14,Abbasiyan,Abbas,-,Tabriz,Execution
147.1980,Jul,14,Astani,Yadollah,-,Tabriz,Execution
148.1980,Jul,14,Bagherpour,Samad,-,Tabriz,Execution
149.1980,Jul,14,Bazzazi,Mahmoud,-,Tabriz,Execution
150.1980,Jul,14,Binavayan,Vali,-,Tabriz,Execution
151.1980,Jul,14,Dehghan,Mohammad,-,Tehran,Execution
152.1980,Jul,14,Ebrahimi,Aghdas,-,Tehran,Execution
153.1980,Jul,14,Ebrahimi,Mohammadreza,-,Tehran,Execution
154.1980,Jul,14,Esmaeilzadeh,Esmaeil,-,Tabriz,Execution
155.1980,Jul,14,Farhadaali,Naser,-,Tabriz,Execution
156.1980,Jul,14,Fekri,Rahim,-,Rasht,Execution
157.1980,Jul,14,Gholizadeh,Ahmad,-,Hamedan,Execution
158.1980,Jul,14,Golafshan,Aliakbar,-,Tehran,Execution
159.1980,Jul,14,Hamid,Hassan,-,Rasht,Execution
160.1980,Jul,14,Hasbaei,Rasoul,-,Tabriz,Execution
161.1980,Jul,14,Haydari,Hossien,-,Tehran,Execution
162.1980,Jul,14,Kayghobadi,Sayfollah,-,Tehran,Execution
163.1980,Jul,14,Nasrollahhojati,Seifi,-,Tehran,Execution
164.1980,Jul,14,Norani,Asghar,-,Tabriz,Execution
165.1980,Jul,14,Rahbar,Hassan,-,Tabriz,Execution
166.1980,Jul,14,Rasoulzadeh,Biyouk,-,Tabriz,Execution
167.1980,Jul,14,Samandari,Faramarz,Doctor,Tabtiz,Execution
168.1980,Jul,14,Sangtarash,Morsal,-,Tabriz,Execution
169.1980,Jul,14,Sarkhani,Mami,-,Tabriz,Execution
170.1980,Jul,16,Dadashakbari,Ali,Laborer,Rasht,Execution
171.1980,Jul,16,Kavousi,Mohammad,-,Mashhad,Execution
172.1980,Jul,16,Moradi,Hajmohammad,-,Hamedan,Execution
173.1980,Jul,17,Shahsavari,Khodadad,-,Hamedan,Execution
174.1980,Jul,18,Arghadeh,Assadollah,-,Tehran,Execution
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175.1980,Jul,18,Bahrami,Ghodratollah,-,Tehran,Execution
176.1980,Jul,18,Behnam,Nosrat,-,Tehran,Execution
177.1980,Jul,18,Hassanpour,Abdollah,-,Tehran,Execution
178.1980,Jul,18,Hassanzadeh,Hassan,-,Tehran,Execution
179.1980,Jul,18,Khazari,Aliyeh,tehran,Execution
180.1980,Jul,18,Tabasi,abbas,-,Tehran,Execution
181.1980,Jul,18,Tamannaei,Ali,-,Tehran,Execution
182.1980,Jul,19,Baygan,Dadrahim,-,Zahedan,Execution
183.1980,Jul,19,Charkh,Naser,-,Zahedan,Execution
184.1980,Jul,19,Derakhshan,Abolhassan,-,Zahedan,Execution
185.1980,Jul,19,Mahjoub,-,Sergeant,Zahedan,Execution
186.1980,Jul,20,Assefagahashkouri,Mahmoud,-,Gazvin,Execution
187.1980,Jul,20,Baba,Ebrahim,-,Gazvin,Execution
188.1980,Jul,20,Maghami,ali,-,Gazvin,Execution
189.1980,Jul,20,Malek,Mohammad,Captain-Air Force,Tehran,Execution
190.1980,Jul,21,Alipour,Ghasem,-,Babol,Executionn
191.1980,Jul,21,Chenani,Jasem,-,Dezfol,Execution
192.1980,Jul,21,Dabat,Abbas,-,Dezfol,Execution
193.1980,Jul,21,Dabat,Hanoush,-,Dezfol,Execution
194.1980,Jul,21,Golzar,Ali,-,Kashan,Execution
195.1980,Jul,21,Haddadi,Mohammad,-,Maragheh,Execution
196.1980,Jul,21,Jafari,Ghasem,-,Shahrray,Execution
197.1980,Jul,21,Jamaliyan,Hossien,-,Hamedan,Execution
198.1980,Jul,21,Karimi,Ali,-,Esfehan,Execution
199.1980,Jul,21,Momenzadehafshar,Abolghasem,-,Rezaeiyeh,Execution
200.1980,Jul,21,Monenzadehafshar,Ahmad,-,Rezaeiyeh,Execution
201.1980,Jul,21,Nabati,Mehdi,-,Esfehan,Execution
202.1980,jul,21,Rouyshoudi,Razi,-,Dezfol,Execution
203.1980,Jul,21,Saadi,Yaghoub,-,Dezfol,Execution
204.1980,Jul,21,Sadeghi,Fatollah,-,Esfehan,Execution
205.1980,Jul,21,Soliemani,Abdolsad,-,Dezfol,Execution
206.1980,Jul,21,Tavakoliyan,Morteza,-,Esfehan,Execution
207.1980,Jul,21,Zardouei,Ahmad,-,Kermanshah,Execution
208.1980,Jul,22,Tabatabaei,Aliakbar,Diplomat,Washington DC USA,Assassination
209.1980,Jul,23,Alinaghizadeh,Nadeali,-,Tehran,Execution
210.1980,Jul,23,Bechari,Abdollah,-,Abadan,Execution
211.1980,Jul,23,Bechari,Ali,-,Abadan,Execution
212.1980,Jul,23,Dehghan,Safar,-,Yasouj,Execution
213.1980,Jul,23,Delavarmotlagh,Morteza,-,Tehran,Execution
214.1980,Jul,23,Ghajarpier,Hassan,-,Tehran,Execution
215.1980,Jul,23,Harati,Mohammad,Representative of Parliament ,Tehran,Execution
216.1980,Jul,23,Hassanzadeh,Hassan,-,Tehran,Executionn
217.1980,Jul,23,Kanani,Falak,-,Abadan,Execution
218.1980,Jul,23,Khaledi,Mohammad,-,Abadan,Execution
219.1980,Jul,23,Khosravi,Eskandar,-,Abadan,Execution
220.1980,Jul,23,Kiyani,Allahyar,-,Tehran,Execution
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221.1980,Jul,23,Mashadinasrollah,Hassan,-,Tehran,Execution
222.1980,Jul,23,Rahimi,Reza,-,Tehran,Execution
223.1980,Jul,23,Raiesi,Habibollah,-,Tehran,Execution
224.1980,Jul,23,Rastegar,Jahanbakhsh,-,Yasouj,Execution
225.1980,Jul,23,Vatanpour,Shahryar,-,Ahvaz,Execution
226.1980,Jul,23,Zahmatkesh,Hassan,-,Tehran,Execution
227.1980,Jul,24,Mazaherikashani,Jafar,Air Force,Tehran,Execution
228.1980,Jul,24,Mohammadikobaei,Khosro,Army,Tehran,Execution
229.1980,Jul,24,Shahram,Mohammadtaghi,-,Tehran,Executionn
230.1980,Jul,24,Tightiez,Mohammad,Army,Tehran,Executionn
231.1980,Jul,25,Alipour,Ghasem,-,Sari,Executionn
232.1980,Jul,25,Barzegari,Aliasghar,Savak,Mashhad,Execution
233.1980,Jul,25,Gosvandi,Hossien,-,Dezfol,Execution
234.1980,Jul,25,Hamed,Alireza,-,Mashhad,Execution
235.1980,Jul,25,Khandehrishi,Kobra,-,Dezfol,Execution
236.1980,Jul,25,Kharambou,Mohammad,-,Dezfol,Execution
237.1980,Jul,25,Namdari,Mohammadreza,-,Dezfol,Execution
238.1980,Jul,25,Robati,Mahmoud,Savak,Dezfol,Execution
239.1980,Jul,25,Rostami,Hoshang,-,Dezfol,Execution
240.1980,Jul,25,Rostami,Mohammadreza,-,Dezfol,Execution
241.1980,Jul,25,Shakeri,Hossien,-,Dezfol,Execution
242.1980,Jul,25,Tohiedlou,Shokrollah,-,Shahryar,Execution
243.1980,Jul,25,Zarkaf,Shekar,-,Dezfol,Execution
244.1980,Jul,25,Zekavat,Mansour,-,Dezfol,Execution
245.1980,Jul,27,Ebrahimi,Sayfollah,-,Tehran,Execution
246.1980,Jul,27,Eiravani,Mohammadreza,-,Tehran,Execution
247.1980,Jul,27,Faytounchi,Sariyeh,-,Khooy,Execution
248.1980,Jul,27,Khalili,Mahmoud,-,Kerman,Execution
249.1980,Jul,27,Nouri,Kolsoum,-,Khooy,Execution
250.1980,Jul,27,Rahimi,Mehdi,-,Tehran,Execution
251.1980,Jul,27,Salamat,Akhtar,-,Tehran,Execution
252.1980,Jul,28,Karimpour,Enayat,-,Ahvaz,Execution
253.1980,Jul,28,Mosavi,Abbas,-,Ahvaz,Execution
254.1980,Jul,28,Rohani,Heshmatollah,-,Ahvaz,Execution
255.1980,Jul,29,Achakzehi,Golmohammad,-,Zahedan,Execution
256.1980,Jul,29,Gaghi,Kazem,-,Ghazvin,Execution
257.1980,Jul,29,Ghazizadeh,Parviz,-,Karaj,Execution
258.1980,Jul,29,Hassanzehi,Shamseddin,-,Zahedan,Execution
259.1980,Jul,29,Kamandar,Gholamali,-,Karaj,Execution
260.1980,Jul,29,Maleki,Esmat,-,Esfehan,Execution
261.1980,Jul,29,Mohammadyari,Alihossien,Sergeant Major-Police,Tabriz,Execution
262.1980,Jul,29,Narouei,Nazar,-,Zahedan,Executionn
263.1980,Jul,29,Pourmand,Ali,-,Tabriz,Execution
264.1980,Jul,29,Rigi,Almedadhabib,-,Zahedan,Execution
265.1980,Jul,29,Sadeghirashedi,Hamid,-,Tabriz,Execution
266.1980,Jul,29,Siyahpoush,Malihe,-,Tabriz,Execution
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267.1980,Jul,30,Bokaei,Mohsen,-,Hamedan,Execution
268.1980,Jul,30,Kohi,Sadigh,-,Rezaeiyeh,Execution
269.1980,Jul,30,Moghaddam,Ghodratollah,-,Kermanshah,Execution
270.1980,Jul,30,Rahmani,Maher,-,Rezaeiyeh,Execution
271.1980,Jul,30,Sadighi,Firouz,-,Rezaeiyeh,Execution
272.1980,Jul,30,Sarmast,Karim,-,Kermanshah,Execution
273.1980,Jul,30,Shahbazi,Hossien,-,Kermanshah,Execution
274.1980,Jul,30,Taheri,Majid,-,Rezaeiyeh,Execution
275.1980,Jul,30,Tanehzad,Mashallah,-,Kermanshah,Execution
276.1980,Jul,31,Aghayoun,Karim,-,Dezfol,Execution
277.1980,Jul,31,Ahmadi,Mardali,-,Hamedan,Execution
278.1980,Jul,31,Baghadam,Hossien,-,Dezfol,Execution
279.1980,Jul,31,Borokhim,Ebrahim,Hotels Owner,Tehran,Execution
280.1980,Jul,31,Farhani,Jafar,-,Khoramshahr,Executionn
281.1980,Jul,31,Ghobashiyan,Bagher,-,Khoramshahr,Execution
282.1980,Jul,31,Godarzi,Abbas,-,Khoramabad,Execution
283.1980,Jul,31,Khaliji,Ali,-,Hamedan,Executionn
284.1980,Jul,31,Razoughi,Abdollah,-,Khoramabad,Execution
285.1980,Jul,31,Moradi,Mojtaba,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Execution
286.1980,Jul,31,Rezvani,Sadegh,Colonel-Savak,Zahedan,Execution
287.1980,Jul,31,Sadeghpour,Naser,-,Esfehan,Execution
288.1980,Jul,31,Sadri,Nosratollah,Colonel-Savak,Tehran,Execution
289.1980,Jul,31,Sharifi,Yadollah,-,Dezfol,Execution
290.1980,Jul,31,Zareie,Reza,-,Hamedan,Executionn
291.1980,Jul,31,Zienivandmoghaddam,Abdollah,-,Khoramabad,Execution

Uprising of July 09, 1980

292.1982,Jan,01,Shahandeh Ashtiyani,Sayfoullah,,Tehran,Executedfor Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

293.1980,Jul,31,Behrouzfard,Mohammad,Captain-Pilot-Air Force,Tehran,Executed 
for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

294.1980,Jul,31,Asangosha,Mohammadali,Mechanic,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

295.1980,Jul,31,Farzam,Mohammadali,Lieutenant,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

296.1980,Jul,31,Jalali,Daryoush,Colonel-Pilot-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

297.1980,Jul,31,Karimpourtari,Hossien,Sergeant Major Paratrooper,Tehran,Executed 
for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

298.1980,Jul,31,Kazemi,Hassan,Sergeant Major Paratrooper,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

299.1980,Jul,31,Mohammadi,Ahmad,Sergeant,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

300.1980,Jul,31,Moradi,Mojtaba,Sergeant Major Paratrooper,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]
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301.1980,Jul,31,Najafnejad,Noroullah,Captain-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir1359]

302.1980,Jul,31,Norouzi,Siyavoush,Sergeant,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

303.1980,Jul,31,Yahya,Nejat,Lieutenant-Pilot-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

304.1980,Jul,24,Mirmaleki,Mohamadjavad,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

305.1980,Jul,24,Mohamadi Kobaei,Khosro,Army,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

306.1980,Jul,24,Rahmati,Khodadad,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

307.1980,Jul,24,Soliemani,Aliasghar,Captain-Pilot-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

308.1980,Jul,24,Tightiz,Mohammad,Army,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 
09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

309.1980,Jul,24,Zarandi,Naser,Captain-Pilot-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

310.1980,Jul,24,Abedini Moghadam,Mohammad,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed 
for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

311.1980,Jul,24,Afrouz,Karim,Captain-Pilot- Air Force,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

312.1980,Jul,24,Alipourkarbasdehi,Assadollah,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

313.1980,Jul,24,Azimifar,Mohamadmehdi,Lieutenant-Pilot-Air 
Force,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

314.1980,Jul,24,Bayani,Parviz,-,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 
[18 Tir 1359]]

315.1980,Jul,24,Boyeri,Omidali,Captain-Pilot-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

316.1980,Jul,24,Farnejad,Mohamadhossien,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

317.1980,Jul,24,Fatehfirouz,Jahangir,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

318.1980,Jul,24,Fatehjou,Jahanbakhsh,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

319.1980,Jul,24,Ghayeghvar,Gholamhossien,Sergeant Major Special 
Force,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

320.1980,Jul,24,Habibi,Ayoub,Lieutenant-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

321.1980,Jul,24,Karimiyan,Shamsali,Sergeant,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

322.1980,Jul,24,Lotfellahi,Lotfali,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359

323.1980,Jul,24,Mazaheri Kashani,Jafar,Air Force,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]
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324.1980,Jul,20,Irannejadsabet,Bijan,Captain-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

325.1980,Jul,20,Jahangiri ,Faroukhzad,Major-Pilot-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

326.1980,Jul,20,Malek,Mohammad,Captain-pilot-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

327.1980,Jul,20,Mohagheghi,Ayat,General-Pilot-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

328.1980,Jul,20,Pourrezaei,Yousef,Air Force,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

329.1980,Darvish,Khalil,-,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]
330.1980,Ostad,Mohammad,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 

1359]
331.1980,Sane,Kamal,-,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]
332.1980,Yahyapasand,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]
333.1980,Sabohi Moghadam,Mohamadhashem,Major,Executed for Patriotic uprising 

Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]
334.1980,Ariyana,Alihaydar,Captain,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 

Tir 1359]
335.1980,Asghari,Esmaeil,Captain,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 

Tir 1359]
336.1980,Sabeti Azad,Gholamreza,Captain,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 

1980 [18 Tir 1359]
337.1980,Javadzadeh,Ebrahim,Sergeant Major, Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 

1980 [18 Tir 1359]
338.1980,Amiri,Saeid,Colonel-Police, Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 

Tir 1359]
339.1980,Salamat,-,Sergeant Major,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 

Tir 1359]
340.1980,Kompani,Ali,Sergeant Major,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 

[18 Tir 1359]
341.1980,Saadati,Ali,Sergeant-Paratrooper,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 

1980 [18 Tir 1359]
342.1980,Eftekhari,Mohamadbagher,Sergeant,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 

1980 [18 Tir 1359]
343.1980,Khabbaz Hashemi,Khalil,Sergeant,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 

1980 [18 Tir 1359]
344.1980,Hejazi,Mostafa,Sergeant,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 

1359]
345.1980,Abrishami,Mohamadrasoul,Sergeant,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 

1980 [18 Tir 1359]
346.1980,Roknivala,Mohamadkarim,-,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 

Tir 1359]
347.1980,Dehpahlevan,Mohammad,-,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 

Tir 1359]
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348.1980,Mojaver Sofi,Rahman,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 
1359]

349.1980,Sarbaz Daryaei,Ali,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 
1359]

350.1980,Sotoudeh,Ebrahim,-,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 
1359]

351.1980,Aug,7,Abedini,Hossien,Taxi Owner,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

352.1980,Aug,7,Alizadeh,Kavous,Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 
09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

353.1980,Aug,7,Asgariyan,Mohsen,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

354.1980,Aug,7,Ghorbanjajafabadi,Mohammadreza,Lieutenant,Tehran,Execed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

355.1980,Aug,7,Gohari,Hassan,Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 
1980 [18 Tir 1359]

356.1980,Aug,7,Morvaridi,Ali,Sergeant Army,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

357.1980,Aug,7,Pourfahmideh,Siyavoush,Lieutenant / Sergeant 
Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

358.1980,Aug,7,Saghafi,Mohammadali,Lieutenant-Pilot-Air Force,Tehran,Executed 
for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

359.1980,Aug,7,Shokri,Hossien,Lieutenant-Pilot-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

360.1980,Aug,7,Soltani Jay,Iraj,Major-Pilot-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

361.1980,Aug,7,Zahedi,Moharramali,Lieutenant-Paratrooper,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

362.1980,Aug,7,Zarrineh,Amirkhosro,Colonel,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

363.1980,Aug,9,Partovi,Bahman,Major,Ahvaz,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 
1980 [18 Tir 1359]

364.1980,Aug,14,Dourri,Hassan,-,Esfehan,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 
1980 [18 Tir 1359]

365.1980,Aug,14,Karimi,Hossien,-,Esfehan,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 
1980 [18 Tir 1359]

366.1980,Aug,14,Soltani,Morteza,-,Esfehan,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 
1980 [18 Tir 1359]

367.1980,Aug,15,Ahmadi,Shokrollah,Lieutenant,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

368.1980,Aug,15,Arabshirazi,Esmaeil,-,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 
1980 [18 Tir 1359]]
1980,Aug,15,Azartash,Korous,Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 
09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

369.1980,Aug,15,Azmoudeh,Ahmad,Colonel,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]
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370.1980,Aug,15,Bakhtiyar,Jamshid,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

371.1980,Aug,15,Eivazzadeh,Aliakbar,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

372.1980,Aug,15,Kharghani Khob,Gholamhossien,Army,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

373.1980,Aug,15,Kasirlou,Mansour,Sergeant,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

374.1980,Aug,15,Kiyanifar,Mahmoud,Sergeant,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

375.1980,Aug,15,Momeni,Zabiollah,Employee of Gardoun Co.,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

376.1980,Aug,15,Naghibzadeh,Sayyedghasem,Sergeant Major-
Paratrooper,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

377.1980,Aug,15,Sajedi,Masour,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

378.1980,Aug,15,Zamanpour,Hormouz,Captain-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

379.1980,Aug,25,Allahverdi,Asghar,Contractor,Esfehan,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

380.1980,Aug,25,Hamedani,Gholamhossien,Sergeant Major 
Paratrooper,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

381.1980,Aug,25,Harouni,Abdmohammad,Businessman,Esfehan,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

382.1980,Aug,25,Hemati,Siyavoush,Tailor,Esfehan,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

383.1980,Aug,25,Javahernia,Feraydoun,Lieutenant- Paratrooper,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

384.1980,Aug,25,Karimi,Ebrahim,Employee of Insurance Co.,Esfehan,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

385.1980,Aug,25,Karimi,Manochehr,Employee of Ayda Co.,Esfehan,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

386.1980,Aug,25,Moumzabi,Siyavoush,Businessman,Esfehan,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

387.1980,Aug,25,Salehi,Alirahm,Constructor,Esfehan,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

388.1980,Aug,25,Soltani,Jalil,-,Esfehan,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 
[18 Tir 1359]

389.1980,Aug,25,Vesali,Majid,Doctor,Esfehan,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 
1980 [18 Tir 1359]

390.1980,Aug,26,Biglari,Ebrahim,-,Esfehan,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 
1980 [18 Tir 1359]

391.1980,Aug,28,Atashberou,Daryoush,-,Ahvaz,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 
09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

392.1980,Aug,28,Atashberou,Omidvar,Employee of Oil Co.,Ahvaz,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]
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393.1980,Aug,28,Barati,Mohammad,Captain-Army,Ahvaz,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

394.1980,Aug,28,Kojani,Rasoul,Lieutenant,Ahvaz,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 
09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

395.1980,Aug,28,Marvdashti,Iraj,Sergeant Major,Ahvaz,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

396.1980,Aug,28,Mehrabi,Mohammadali,Sergeant Major,Ahvaz,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

397.1980,Aug,28,Sotoudeh,Sirous,Major-Army,Ahvaz,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

398.1980,Aug,29,Ahmadi,Habibollah,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

399.1980,Aug,29,Almasi,Asghar,Lieutenant,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

400.1980,Aug,29,Aziziyan,Mohamadhossien,Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

401.1980,Aug,29,Bahrami,Mohammad,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

402.1980,Aug,29,Javadi,Mohammadreza,Lieutenant,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

403.1980,Aug,29,Khalifehbeigi,Rahmatollah,Colonel,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

404.1980,Aug,29,Nour,Shahriyar,Student,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 
09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

405.1980,Aug,29,Nourimoghadam,Esmaeil,Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

406.1980,Aug,29,Ranjbar,Jamshid,Sergeant Major,Teharn,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

407.1980,Aug,29,Shomali,Hamid,-,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 
1980 [18 Tir 1359]

408.1981,,Vahdatipour,Nader,Colonel,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 
Tir 1359]

409.1981,,Varastehpour,Gholamali,Colonel-Police, Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

410.1981,Aug,9,Eizadi,Hadi,Colonel,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 
1980 [18 Tir 1359]

411.1981,Aug,9,Afshar,Feraydoun,Colonel,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 
09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

412.1981,Aug,9,Rokni,Naser,Lieutenant-Pilot-Air Force,Teharn,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

413.1981,Aug,9,Bayahmadi,Akram,-,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 
1980 [18 Tir 1359]

414.1981,Aug,9,Mohebbi,Abbas,-,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 
[18 Tir 1359]

415.1981,Aug,9,Khademabadi,Abolghasem,-,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]
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416.1981,Aug,9,Esfandiyari,Amirhoshang,-,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

417.1981,Aug,9,Moshgini Gilani,Behrouz,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 
09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

418.1981,Aug,9,Armin,Rahman,-,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 
[18 Tir 1359]

419.1980,Sep,1,Asgari,Jalal,Officer-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

420.1980,Sep,1,Fattahi Nodehi,Manochehr,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

421.1980,Sep,1,Rastgou,Jafar,Lieutenant-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

422.1980,Sep,16,Atri,Khalil,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

423.1980,Sep,16,Azadyeganeh,Enayatollah,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

424.1980,Sep,16,Daryanavard,Davoud,-,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 
1980 [18 Tir 1359]

425.1980,Sep,16,Jalali Ghajar,Mohsen,Major-paratrooper,Tehran,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

426.1980,Sep,16,Khatounabadi,Mohammadtaghi,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed 
for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

427.1980,Sep,16,Morovati,Naser,Lieutenant,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

428.1980,Sep,16,Naderi Zad,Mohammadreza,Colonel-Paratrooper,Tehran,Executed 
for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

429.1980,Sep,16,Shafiegh,Ali,Captain-Pilot-Air Force,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

430.1980,Sep,16,Souhanaki,Morteza,-,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 
1980 [18 Tir 1359]

431.1980,Sep,16,Sadeghi,Manochehr,Colonel,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

432.1980,Sep,16,Sajedi,Naser,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

433.1980,Sep,3,Dehghan,Sirous,Captain-Army,Ahvaz,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

434.1980,Sep,3,Hakimabadchi,Mohammad,Sergeant-Army,Ahvaz,Executed for 
Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

435.1980,Sep,3,Hokmabadi,Mohammad,Sergeant,Ahvaz,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

436.1980,Sep,3,Nazari,Ebrahim,Lieutenant-Army,Ahvaz,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

437.1980,Sep,9,Mostafavi Ghazvini,Hossien,Colonel,Ahvaz,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

438.1980,Sep,9,Rahbarinejad,Manochehr,Lieutenant,Ahvaz,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]
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439.1980,Sep,9,Tajdari,Mohamadtaghi,Lieutenant,Ahvaz,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

440.1980,Oct,3,Hemati,Jafar,-,Esfehan,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 
[18 Tir 1359]

441.1980,OCT,3,Nikbakht,Bibifaroukh,-,Esfehan,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 
09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

442.1980,Oct,3,Salehi,Reza,-,Esfehan,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 
Tir 1359]

443.1981,Dec,23,Marzban,Reza,-,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprisingJul 09 1980 
[18 Tir 1359] 

444.1980,Aug,29,Derakhshandeh,Iraj,Sergeant Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

445.1980,Aug,29,Halaki,Hossien,Lieutenant,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

446.1980,Aug,29,Hejazi,Ghamarmolouk,Army,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic 
uprising Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

447.1980,Aug,29,Khalafbeigi,Iraj,Major,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 
09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

448.1980,Aug,29,Fariya,Ali,Colonel,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising Jul 09 
1980 [18 Tir 1359]]

449.1980,Aug,15,Farahpour,Morteza,Sergeant,Tehran,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

450.1980,Sep,3,Raeisi,Fazrollah,Captain-Army,Ahvaz,Executed for Patriotic uprising 
Jul 09 1980 [18 Tir 1359]

The above list is incomplete, and if you know someone who became an immortal soldier, 
kindly contacts  Madam Shirin NESHAT at her e-mail  sshneshat@aol.com in order to 
update the above list. Thank you.
 

History of Monarchy in Iran Zamin:
 
Founder of Iran Zamin is Cyrus the Great, Part Four:
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There  were three  accounts  on how Cyrus  the Great  passed  away.  First,  account  was 
provided by a physician and Greek historian Ctesias. Second, account was provided by 
Greek historian Herodotus and last account was provided by Xenophon.

According  to  the  physician  and Greek historian  Ctesias,  Cyrus  the Great  waged war 
against north-east of the headwaters of the Sry Darya river1  Herodotus provided more 
detail  event of the war which took place in  modern-day “Kazakhstan and  Uzbekistan, 
following the advice of Croesus to attack them in their own territory”2 which was ruled 
by queen Tomyris. 

Cyrus the Great wanted to acquire her land and asked her hand for marriage and she 
turned down the His offer. Cyrus the Great began to build bridges and towers between 
Sry Dara river. Queen Tymoris warned Him that His action would not be tolerated. Cyrus 
the Great did not listen to the queen. Eventually,  the queen invited Him for a combat 
which was one day march from the river. 

Cyrus the Great learned that the native people did not know anything about wine, and he 
seized  the  opportunity  by setting  up  a  camp and left  behind  wine  for  the  enemy to 
consume. The native people consumed the wine and became intoxicated. Cyrus the Great 
launched assault, and killed 1/3 of the army and the queen’s son Spargapises committed 
suicide, when he became sober and aware of the current situation of the army. The queen 
became angry and wanted Cyrus the Great’s blood.3 Eventually, Cyrus the Great’s army 
was defeated and Tomyris ordered body of Cyrus the Great to be brought before her, and 
His body was decapitated and His head was dipped in a blood as a fashion of illustrating 
that she took revenge of her son. 

Last, Xenophon had total different account than above historians that Cyrus the Great 
departed from this world peacefully in comfort of His family. According to Xenophon, 
Cyrus  the  Great  slept  on  His  bed  and  passed  away  from this  world.  There  was  no 
bloodbath or any kind of discomfort. There was one matter of fact that He rested in peace 
in Pasargadae, and if He was killed in Kazakhstan which was far away from Pasargadae it 
would be impossible to bring His body from Kazakhstan to Pasargadae. Thus, it would be 
reasonable to come to natural conclusion that He died from natural cause and rested in 
peace in Pasargadae. 
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyrus_the_Great 
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyrus_the_Great 
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyrus_the_Great 
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The moral of the story would be that Cyrus the Great was founder of Iran Zamin and He 
was a legend which required especial attention about His final moment. However, there 
was no account of His last minute and Iranians had to rely on others to learn more about 
Him. Let’s secure the future from discrepancy and not allowing individuals for their own 
personal  glory and financial  gains to distort  contemporary history like event  of 1953 
which shaped Iran’s politics. Iran is ours, and let’s preserves it.

Continued…

Recent Events:

Iranian Monarchist Warned the West about Diabolic Agenda of Islamist  

On October 20th, 2006 Mark STEYN from Macleans magazine published an article from 
a book “America Alone”. STEYN wanted to give a wake-up call to the Western nations 
that there was an ever growing threat from Muslim who were residing in the West, and at 
some point in future that the Muslim would dominate the Western nations due to lack of 
low fertility rate among non-Muslim while there was high birthrate among the Muslim. 
The Macleans magazine reported that one imam/leader in Norway asserted that “we're the 
ones who will change you,” the Norwegian imam Mullah Krekar told the Oslo newspaper 
Dagbladet in 2006. “Just look at the development within Europe, where the number of 
Muslims is expanding like mosquitoes. Every Western woman in the EU is producing an 
average of 1.4 children. Every Muslim woman in the same countries is producing 3.5 
children.” As he summed it up: “Our way of thinking will prove more powerful than 
yours.”4 Also, Mark STEYN made an indirect remark that, as long as, the Western values 
were undermined by the Muslim like “in London, a judge agreed to the removal of Jews 
and Hindus from a trial jury because the Muslim defendant's counsel argued he couldn't 
get a fair verdict from them. The Church of England is considering removing St. George 
as the country's patron saint on the grounds that, according to various Anglican clergy, 
he's too “militaristic” and “offensive to Muslims.” They wish to replace him with St. 
Alban, and replace St. George's cross on the revamped Union Flag, which would instead 
show St. Alban's cross as a thin yellow streak.

In a few years, as millions of Muslim teenagers are entering their voting booths, some 
European countries will not be living formally under sharia, but -- as much as parts of 
Nigeria,  they  will  have  reached  an  accommodation  with  their  radicalized  Islamic 
compatriots, who like many intolerant types are expert at exploiting the “tolerance” of 
pluralist societies. In other Continental countries, things are likely to play out in more 
traditional  fashion,  though  without  a  significantly  different  ending.  Wherever  one's 
sympathies lie on Islam's multiple battle fronts the fact is the jihad has held out a long 
time  against  very  tough  enemies.  If  you're  not  shy  about  taking  on  the  Israelis  and 
Russians, why wouldn't you fancy your chances against the Belgians and Spaniards?”5

4 http://www.macleans.ca/article.jsp?content=20061023_134898_134898&source=srch 
5 http://www.macleans.ca/article.jsp?content=20061023_134898_134898&source=srch
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Quite frankly, the above highlights of Mark STEYN was no news for Iranian monarchist, 
and  Iranian  monarchist  has  been  informing  the  Western  nations  about  Islamic 
fundamentalist domination of the West from time the cleric regime was incepted in Iran, 
and there was only one culprit to blame for which was the West itself for masterminding 
of 1979 fiasco in Iran and causing disorder in Iran during reign of His Majesty, Light of 
Aryan, King of Kings Mohammad Reza PAHLAVI I.

In March 1974 His Majesty stated that oil was a scarce commodity and would not be wise 
just to burn oil as a sole source of generating electricity or other means, it should be used 
wisely.  His  Majesty  believed  “petroleum  is  a  noble  material,  much  too  valuable  to 
burn.”6His Majesty decided to limit supply of oil and encouraging the Western nations to 
seek alternative source of energy. However, the Western nations did not share His vision, 
and the Western nations engineered His removal from Iran when former US President 
Jimmy CARTER began to outcry that there was human rights violation which did not 
have any kind of merit and it was meant to generate social disorder in Iran, and there was 
ancient fox of England which relied on BBC to spread propaganda in Iran that how His 
Majesty was plundering Iran’s wealth and there was no rest on wicked. France decided to 
provide a nest for Khomeini HENDI in Neauphle-le-Château. There were other culprits 
to take blame which was beyond scope of this paper. 

Khomeini would have the BBC mike and was creating distraught in Iran while Iranian 
Imperial Armed Forces were instructed by head of state not to use force, and public were 
becoming more defiance in their outlaw activities in Iran. Eventually, His Majesty left 
Iran in order to stop blood shed. The US got a good deal out of 1979 fiasco in Iran, price 
of oil collapsed from $37.00 US per barrel to $8.00 US per barrel, and Iran no longer was 
purchasing military arsenal at  market  value.  Iran was buying arsenal at  black market 
value which turned out the US was selling arsenal to the cleric regime directly at high 
price.   The US and other  Western nations  were enjoying  their  conquest  in  Iran,  and 
Khomeini  HENDI once a  while  was  appearing  on television  and was saying  that  he 
would export  his  revolution  to the Western nations  and doom days  has begun in the 
Western nations. The Western nations did not take Khomeini’s threat seriously. However, 
the monarchist  did, and at every occasion the monarchist would warn the West about 
epidemic of Islam as a threat to the West. The West decided to ignore the monarchist 
advice and focus on good times which was short lived. 

Still, to this very day, the Western nations have decided to flirt with the establishment in 
Iran. Just to illustrate the above point, it would be Canada as a prime example which was 
making backroom hug and kisses with the establishment in Iran. The cleric regime has an 
office in Canada which was called Iran Canada Business Council; this council was acting 
as a liaison office between the cleric regime in Iran and Canada.  On the surface, the 
above  council  was  making  business  trade  between  Iran  and  Canada.  However,  Iran 
Canada Business Council was used as a networking ground between Iran and Canada. 
The above council has municipal, provincial and federal politicians on their payroll, and 
was controlling Canadian politics.  For example, Mayor of Toronto David MILLER was 
receiving a campaign contribution from Ahmad Reza TABRIZI, who was an element of 

6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_program_of_Iran#1950s_and_60s 
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the  cleric  regime  in  Canada.  Obviously,  TABRIZI  was  influencing  local  politics  for 
benefit  of  the  cleric  regime.  Furthermore,  Mullah  Rafsanjani  was  well  known 
international terrorist owned 49% of HWY 407 in Ontario which was contrary to section 
83.03 Criminal Code of Canada, and how many journalist investigated above variables 
and reflect light on the situations? No one, everyone decided to be silent and not losing 
her/his position in the major media outlet. 

The Canadian media was controlled by the cleric regime, just a case to point, at every 
opportunity,  the  National  Post  was  raising  profile  of  Shirin  EBADI  that  she  was  a 
mouthpiece  of  the  cleric  regime  in  the  West  by  publishing  articles  about  her  as  a 
champion  of  human  rights,  and  this  was  a  champion  who lived  in  Canada  for  three 
consecutive years and earned her Canadian citizenship and was not speaking English at 
all! Who was she defending for past three years in Iran? Also, she was ushered from one 
university to another university and doctoral was given to her as if doctoral would go out 
of fashion very soon.  

All in all, the Western nations needed to accept the very basic fact that they made a huge 
mistake for causing 1979 fiasco in Iran, and today’s reality was never would happen, and 
9/11 would not happen if the West did not mastermind removal of His Majesty from Iran, 
and to make the matter worst, the Western nations decided to flirt with the element of the 
cleric  regime in their  own countries,  and when the monarchist  informed the Western 
nations  not  to  associate  with  the  cleric  regime  of  Iran,  the  Western  politicians  were 
blinded with campaign contribution, and forgot their duty to their own countries.  Now, 
the West was going to enjoy fruit of their wicked acts, and there was no chance to revert 
the situation because still the West was sleeping in beauty.        

Articles:

What Did Happen on 18 Tir?

Iran is a rich country due to abundant of natural resources, and these natural resources 
were generate substantial  amount of revenue for Iran and since His Majesty,  Light of 
Aryan,  King  of  Kings  Mohammad  Reza  PAHLAVI  I  made  Iran  to  become  an 
independent nation, and no longer was under control of Britain or Russia, Iran’s economy 
was blooming, and Iranians were enjoying high standard of living. 

As Iran was making progress, the other countries like France, Britain, and US became 
jealous about Iran’s positive progress because those above nations knew well that Iran 
would become one major power player. The above nations did not want to share political 
realm with Iran. As democrat President John F. Kennedy set the tone against  Pahlavi 
Dynasty, and Jimmy Carter finished dirty deal of Kennedy to halt Iran from progress. 

Carter’s ill intention became clear when he wanted His Majesty to the White House, and 
Carter  orchestra  student  demonstration  against  His  Majesty.  In  fact,  those  were  not 
students, they were bunch of outlaws that they were running around and causing social 
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disorder.  Eventually,  France,  Britain,  and  US  inspired  Khomeini  HENDI,  Bazargan, 
Sanjaby, MEK and other Marxist-Islamist to create the 1979 fiasco in Iran.

His Majesty left Iran due to violent behavior of naïve public, and Iran was left in hands of 
brave  Iranian  Imperial  Armed  Forces  to  protect  Iranians  from their  own  destructive 
behavior.  It  was  during  this  fateful  moment,  when  Iranian  Imperial  Armed  Forces 
contemplated an uprising to stop the cleric regime from destroying ancient land of Persia. 
It would be reasonable to come to natural conclusion that the event of 18 Tir was hatched 
because the US predicted that Iranian Imperial Armed Forces would stage an uprising 
and planted mole among Iranian Imperial  Armed Forces, and in this  case,  the 18 Tir 
became fruitless. 

Let’s  remember  the  MEK,  Tudeh  Party  and  other  Marxist-Islamist  groups  went 
bombastic on apprehension of Iranian Imperial Armed Forces and executed as many as 
the Marxist-Islamist could.

As a result, 18 Tir of each year is a national remembrance day for Iranians, a day to 
remember that Iranian Imperial Armed Forced fulfilled its allegation to King of Kings 
Mohammad Reza PAHLAVI, and Iran. Let’s remember that it was not the individuals of 
18 Tir uprising who failed to reach to their final destination, it was a nation that it failed 
to grasp the hard labor of love of Iranian Imperial Armed Forces for their King and Iran 
that for past 29 years Iranians were struggling for freedom, safety, security, peace and 
prosperity.   Thus, those individuals took part in 18 Tir uprising were true lovers of the 
King, Iran and Iranians; Ahura Mazda blesses their soul in paradise.

Child Soldier:

The Islamic Republic of Iran was incepted on notion of Imam Hussein martyrdom.  Imam 
Hussein was third grandson of Prophet Muhammad and son Imam Ali. Imam Ali was 
married to daughter of Muhammad with name of Fatimah. There was a dispute among 
potential  leaders that  who was qualified enough for leadership role after  departure  of 
Prophet Muhammad which created Sunni and Shiite sect, which is beyond scope of this 
product. Coming to point of  Imam Hussein martyrdom that he “was killed and beheaded 
in the Battle of Karbala in 680(61AH) by Shimr Ibn Thil-Jawshan for refusing to pledge 
allegiance to Yazid I, the Umayyad.”7

When Iran and Iraq War broke-out, the cleric regime began to capitalize on concept of 
Imam Hussein martyrdom that how he waged war against  Yazid with his 72 followers. 
Apparently,  Imam Hussein  had a  vision  that  he  was  going  to  be  killed  in  the  battle 
Karbala, and despite his vision or some kind of mystic divine, he went to battle field and 
was killed by his foe.   

The  cleric  was  motivating  young  people  to  go  to  combat  zone,  and  die  like  Imam 
Hussein, and after life there were going to be 72 virgins to greet them! It appears that as 
if Ahura Mazda has nothing else to do but to make 72 virgins for a martyr everyday. It 

7 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Husayn_ibn_Ali February 23rd, 2008. PG 01
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just illustrated the cleric’s mentality that a mullah is always thinking with his lower body. 
The cleric needed individuals to go on landmine and explode the landmine. The cleric 
invented story of Hussein FAHMEDEH. The cleric regime relies heavily on propaganda 
machine.  The cleric  regime was airing program in their  mass  media that  there  was a 
teenager with first name Hussein and last name FAHMEDEH who came from one of 
remote village of Iran took the bus and went to Province of Khuzestan where there was a 
no man land. Hussein found a grandee, and saw five Iraqi tanks, and with one grandee 
exploded all five tanks. Interesting, a grandee would not make a dent on tank, and the 
bizarre idea of one grandee exploded five tanks was someone’s wild imagination. The 
above story was appealing to people and was able to recruit young and fresh mind to 
combat zone so that they would clear the landmines and in return these child soldier 
would meet their prize which was 72 virgins. {The cleric have fix mind, everything is 
72!}

These teenage boys  would be deployed to combat zone,  and when there were behind 
action  zone,  and  all  Revolutionary  Guards  were  hanging  behind  action  zone  would 
sexually assault these teenage boys, and no humanitarian organization ever reported the 
Revolutionary  Guard  brutality.  Perhaps  in  their  mind  it  did  not  fit  in  their  mission 
statement to report Revolutionary Guard brutality. 

“The first modern use of child soldiers in the region was actually during the Iran-Iraq war in 
the 1980s. Iranian law, based on the Koranic sharia, had forbid the recruitment of children 
under 16 into the armed forces. However, a few years into the fighting, the regime began to 
falter in its war with its neighbor, Saddam Hussein’s Iraq. So it chose to ignore its own laws, 
and in 1984, Iranian President Ali-Akbar Rafsanjani declared that “all Iranians from 12 to 72 
should  volunteer  for  the  Holy  War.” Thousands  of  children  were  pulled  from  schools, 
indoctrinated in the glory of martyrdom, and sent to the front lines only lightly armed with 
one or two grenades or a gun with one magazine of ammunition. Wearing keys around their 
necks (to signify their pending entrance into heaven),  they were sent forward in the first 
waves of attacks to help clear paths through minefields with their bodies and overwhelm Iraqi 
defenses. Iran’s spiritual leader at the time, Ayatollah Khomeini, delighted in the children’s 
sacrifice and extolled that they were helping Iran to achieve “a situation which we cannot 
describe in any way except to say that it is a divine country.”8   

Recently, the cleric regime gave an award to family of Hussein FAHMEDEH, these folks 
appear to face economic hardship and would welcome any charity from anyone, but what 
makes Hussein FAHMEDEH invention of the cleric because Hussein in Shiite doctrine 
stands for injustice despite someone owns demise and FAHMEDEH in Persian language 
means “understood”. Thus, Hussein understood meaning of Imam Hussein martyrdom.

History of Nuclear Proliferation in Iran. Part 2/2:

After 1979 fiasco in Iran,  there was another whole set of problems for Iran that Iraq 
invaded Iran and the cleric regime came to conclusion that Iran needed bigger muscle to 
crush the Iraqi force during conflict. In 1983 the cleric regime informed the International 
8 http://www.brookings.edu/views/articles/fellows/singer20051215.pdf February 23rd, 2008 February 23rd, 
2008 PG 05
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Atomic Energy Agency {IAEA} about its plan for developing nuclear programs in Iran. 
The IAEA welcomed the cleric regime’s plan of developing nuclear program in Iran and 
provided assistance to the establishment to develop nuclear program in Iran. However, 
the establishment in Iran faced the US resistance which blocked the cleric regime from 
obtaining nuclear program.    

France refused to give enriched uranium to the cleric regime in solidarity with the US 
decision for blocking the cleric regime from obtaining nuclear program. Plus, the cleric 
regime  did  not  get  back  investment  from  European  Gaseous  Diffusion  Uranium 
Enrichment {Eurodif} which was formed in 1973 among France, Belgium, Spain and 
Sweden. Thus, the cleric regime decided to rely on use of force to collect its debt from 
France. The militant Hezbollah took French citizens as their hostage. France President 
Francois Mitterrand still refused to reimburse its debt to the cleric regime or trying to 
give enriched uranium to the cleric regime. Interestingly, France claimed $1 billion, and 
in 1986 the cleric regime assassinated Eurodif manager Georges Besse. 

In 1991, France decided to pay $1.6 billion to the cleric regime, and the cleric regime did 
not want France’s enriched uranium. 

In  1987-88  Argentine  signed  three  agreements  with  the  cleric  regime  to  “help  in 
converting a nuclear reactor in Tehran so that it could use 20%-enriched uranium and 
indicates that it included the shipment of the 20%-enriched uranium to Iran The second 
and  third  agreements  were  for  technical  assistance,  including  components,  for  the 
building of pilot plants for uranium-dioxide conversion and fuel fabrication Under US 
pressure, assistance was reduced, but not completely terminated, and negotiations with 
the aim of re-establishing the three agreements took pace from early 1992 to 1994.”9 

In 1990’s Russia formed an organization with the cleric regime which is called Persepolis 
to do research on nuclear program in Iran. There was one Russian defector with name of 
Stanislav  Lunev,  who claimed that  the  Russia  stole  Western  technology to  assist  the 
cleric regime to obtain nuclear program. 

Last, it was in 1996 when the US convinced China to withdraw its assistance to the cleric 
regime  to  develop  nuclear  program.  However,  China  provided  blueprint  to  the 
establishment in Iran with basic knowledge about nuclear program. 

End
 

Golden Days:

Memoirs of a Soldier:

I wanted to join the Iranian Imperial Armed Forces since I was a youth because I had 
profound affection toward my country and wanted to serve my country with all my heart 

9 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_program_of_Iran#1950s_and_60s 
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and mind and when I was attending University of Tehran, I joined the infantry, and after 
30 years  of service for my country,  now I am with clear conscience and mind that I 
served my country, and hoping my country Iran was satisfy about my performance.    

Continue….

Behind Every Successful Man, There Is a Strong Woman:

I married a military officer because he was an honest man, who did not steal anything 
from anyone to make living, even life was tough on us financially, and there were times 
that we could not afford to buy basic necessity of life but still we managed to live. It was 
not  just  us  that  we had  difficult  times,  there  were  other  families  too  that  they  were 
enduring tough times to manage their life. I am always proud of my husband who served 
his country with utmost love. However, people did not understand the Iranian Imperial 
Armed Forces.

Continue…

Feelings:

Feeling Pain:

Feeling  pain  these  days  for  Iran  and  Iranians  when  hearing  US  and  Israel  are 
contemplating a pre-emptive military strike on nuclear facilities in Iran, which is wrong 
because when the US and Israel are going to drop bombs on the nuclear facilities, those 
bombs are going to explode under ground nuclear facilities that they are having nuclear 
capability  and are  going to  set  off  underground nuclear  explosion.  Once,  the nuclear 
explosion accrue, there would be earthquake due to underground nuclear explosion, and 
radioactive materials would begin to travel on soil and land would be containment with 
radioactive materials, and land would be not be use for any purpose any more. It would 
be disaster to witness that a town is evacuated and has become a ghost town because of 
underground nuclear explosion, and cosmopolitan cities of Iran have crumbled on top of 
each other, and Iranians are pulling one dead body after one another so the cleric would 
be feeding their super ego of having nuclear power. 

Therefore, the answer to the cleric regime’s nuclear power is not bombing Iran, it is about 
assisting Iranian dissidents  to liberate  Iran with their  own hands so power and glory 
would be their. In event, the nightmare of bombing Iran would become a reality; it would 
become such a pain which would not be forgotten by any measure as if my own father 
was taken away from our family unjustly.  This feeling of pain for father has been around 
for past 29 years and it is not healing whatsoever.   So let’s not destroy Iran which is only 
hope for any Iranian to save Iran from hands of savage mullahs.
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Father and Son:

The 19th Century was a tough time for Iran as Russia was encroaching Iranian territories 
because Iran did not have well organized military forces to repel the aggressor out of 
Iranian territories. Subsequently, Iran was forced to sign Treaty of Gulistan (1813) and 
Treaty of Turkmanchai (1826) and handing over large portion of Iranian territories to the 
Russia. Also, the Russia was in position to annex Iranian territories because head of state 
of Iran like Nasir Din Shah was preoccupied with concubines, and extravaganza trips to 
European nations and were not illustrating any kind of interest or concern about affairs of 
Iran. It was during this crucial moment, British Empire decided to expand its domain in 
Central Asia, and the Britain reorganized Iranian Armed Forces of Qajar dynasty as a 
counter measure to prevent the Russian army from expanding its domain any further on 
the Iranian territory which meant the Britain and the Russia were in a proxy war without 
facing  one another.  Hence,  the above event  was  marked  as  “The Great  Game”  by a 
British Intelligent Office Arthur Conolly and a British Novelist Rudyard introduced the 
“The Great Game” notion in his “Kim” novel. 

Iran wanted to reclaim Afghanistan which lost it during Safavi dynasty (1501-1722). As a 
result,  Iran's  agenda  of  reuniting  Iranian  territory  lead  to  “The  Anglo-Persian  War” 
between Iran and the Britain. On November 01st, 1856 Iran and the Britain military forces 
clashed at each other which was ended on April 04th, 1857 in favor of the Britain.

Eventually,  the Britain and the Russia came to consensus to strangle Iran, and divided 
Iran on two political spheres. One, the northern part of Iran was controlled by the Russia, 
and  last  the  southern  part  of  Iran  wascontrolled  by  the  Britain.  Consequently,  Iran's 
sovereignty was undermined by the super powers, and Iran's royal court was doing favor 
to the British and the Russian, and Iran's needs were ignored at best. 

It was during the above turmoil and chaotic circumstances that a brave man with name of 
Reza  Savad  Kooh  stepped  in  and  saved  Iran  from  falling  apart  and  made  Iran  an 
independent nation-state, and His son Mohammad Reza PAHLAVI inherited the Pahlavi 
dynasty which was according to political culture of Iran and continued His father's path 
toward  independence  and modernization  of  Iran.  The aim of  this  paper  is  to  discuss 
briefly role of Reza Savad Kooh in shaping Iran's political affair and His son Mohammad 
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Reza PAHLAVI as He inherited the Peacock Throne and moved Iran toward Great Gate 
of Civilization, and briefly examining aftermath of 1979 fiasco in Iran.

On March 15th, 1878 Reza Savad Kooh opened his eyes in this chaotic world and not 
knowing what was awaiting for him, and as he grew older he began to follow same foot 
step as his father and joined Persian Cossack Brigade at age of sixteen. He illustrated 
leadership during course of his military service, and moved upward the military rank very 
quickly, and earned nickname Mir-Panj.

He had profound feelings toward Iran, and must have inflict sever pain on him to witness 
that Iran's sovereignty was undermined by the Britain and the Russia, and found himself 
obligated to stage the coup d'etat of 1921. He marched in capital city of Tehran, and there 
was a minor skirmish which resulted in a few collateral damages. He recognized Ahmad 
Shah as head of state of Iran, and Reza Mir-Panj took part in parliament. Eventually, 
Ahmad Shah decided to leave Iran to Europe, where he was preoccupied with fancy life 
style, and in October 1925 Reza in parliament called for the king's expulsion as head of 
state of Iran. The parliament ejected the king as head of state of Iran. Reza Mir-Panj 
proposed  republic  system  as  a  form  of  state  in  Iran.  However,  cleric  like  Hassan 
MODARRES and Dr. Mohammad MUSSADIQ opposed Reza Mir-Panj's proposal.   On 
December 12th, 1925 Reza Mir-Panj nominated himself as a king of Iran within guideline 
of Constitutional Monarch, and the parliament elected him as the King of Iran.  Reza 
adopted last name Pahlavi which was name of ancient language of Iran, and established 
Pahlavi dynasty in Iran. He quickly began to modernize Iran by building Trans-Iranian 
Railway which was from southern part of Iran close by Persian Gulf, and was ended to 
northern part of Iran, and He established University of Tehran, so Iran would be managed 
by Iranian. There was a controversy about His policy toward women's head scarf.  His 
Majesty took side with feminist movement of “Women's Awakening”, and  His Majesty 
emancipated Iranian ladies from head scarf, and law enforcers were ordered to remove 
woman head scarf in public areas.   

In  1931, His Majesty took firm stand on Iran's  oil  with  the Britain  and canceled  oil 
concession with the Britain which was due to expired in 1961, and He demanded for 21% 
of shared profit. Eventually, this oil dilemma made its way to League of Nations and His 
Majesty won the court, and the Britain acquiesced. His Majesty knew very well not to 
rely on one single entity as a source of technology and advancement of Iran. Thus, He 
relied on Dr. Arthur Millspaugh, who was from the US and acted as the nation's Finance 
Minister. His Majesty did not allow the Britain to use Iran's airspace for commercial use 
instead He allowed Germany's Lufthansa Airlines to use Iran's airspace. In addition, His 
Majesty allowed advanced German technology to come to Iran and to  develop Iran's 
technology.  Also,  His  Majesty  purchased  ships  from  Italy  and  Italian  naval  trained 
Iranian Imperial Navy. Most importantly,  His Majesty also prayed to Torah, when He 
was visiting in city of Esfehan, and Jewish community observed Him as their  second 
Cyrus  the  Great.  As  a  result,  Iran  was  making  great  progress  toward  industrial 
modernization and His Majesty cut off hands of the Britain and the Russia from Iran. Iran 
no longer was for sale which was the message for the British and the Russia and they 
were looking for thrill and reliving the Great Game over and over at expense of Iran's 
sovereignty.
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On August 21st, 1941the  Britain and the Russia falsely accused Iran of collaborating with 
Nazi Germany, and invaded Iran. His Majesty abdicated the Peacock Throne in favor of 
His son Mohammad Reza PAHLAVI. On September 16th, 1941His Majesty Mohammad 
Reza PAHLAVI inherited the Peacock Throne and Iran was devastated by the unjust war. 

His Majesty, King of Kings Reza PAHLAVI the Great was forced to exile and forced to 
live  in  Johannesburg,  South Africa,  and on July 26th,  1944 due to  heart  problem He 
departed from this world.    

This  portion of the paper is  briefly discussing His Majesty,  Light  of Aryan,  King of 
Kings Mohammad Reza PAHLAVI's contribution to Iran, who was moving Iran toward 
Great Gate of Civilization. This great man of honor opened his kind eyes on October 26th, 
1919, and at very young age He became guardian of Iran, and because Iran's parliament 
was composed of bunch of sell-out to the Britain and the Russia, it was difficult for Iran 
to make any kind of progress. 

In 1961 His Majesty stated in His book “Mission for My Country” that He wanted to 
transform the process of the state as a machine which would manage affair of the state 
without having anyone to deal with the issues on day to day basis. Eventually in 1963 His 
Majesty called for a national Referendum and asked Iranian to cast their vote on His 
proposal of White Revolution which had six points.  

1. Abolishing feudal system, and serf became land owner.
2. Nationalization of forest and pasture lands.
3. Privatization of the Government owned enterprises.
4. Profit sharing
5. Extending the right to vote to women
6. Forming of the literacy corps. 

Iranian people went to polling station and gave their consent to the above Referendum, 
and  His  Majesty  executed  the  White  Revolution.  However,  Khomeini  HENDI  from 
religious  spectrum  and  left  wing  groups  like  Tudeh  party  did  not  like  the  White 
Revolution and staged riot in Iran. Consequently, as Max Weber stated that a state had 
natural right for self-preservation, and would use force to create social order which was 
in this case too, and Khomeini HENDI was apprehended by authority and went to exile 
and finally Khomeini resided in Najaf, Iraq.

The above six principles of His White Revolution was contributing to Iran's progress and 
prosperity. As a result, His Majesty began to expand on His White Revolution by adding 
more useful key component to His White Revolution; such as, 7. Formation of the health 
corps, 8. Formations of the reconstruction and development corps, 9. Formation of the 
house  of  equity,  10  Nationalization  of  all  water  resources,  11.  Urban  and  rural 
modernization and reconstruction, 12. Didactic reform, 13. Workers' right to own shares 
in the industrial complexes, 14. Price stabilization, 15. Free and compulsory education, 
16.  Free  food  and  needy  mothers,  17.  Introduction  of  social  security  and  national 
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insurance, 18. Stable and reasonable cost of renting or buying of residential properties, 
and 19. Introduction of measures to fight against corruption. 

His Majesty's hard labor was not limited to the above highlights, as  a matter of fact, He 
worked diligently for Iran, and made many sacrifices for Iran to progress. In 1950's His 
Majesty believed fossil fuel was a limited natural resource and needed to be use with 
extra care. So, He asked the US, France and other well established European nations to 
assist Iran to develop nuclear programs in Iran with intention of generating electricity, 
which was welcomed by the above nations, and were given top of the line technology to 
Iran to possess nuclear programs.

His Majesty recognized State of Israel,  and Iran refrained from taking part during six 
days of war with Israel. His Majesty was a peaceful person and did not find war as a 
proper measure to resolve issues, which was the case when Iraq wanted to control Arvand 
Rood. His Majesty was in military position to capture Iraq less than six hours, but He 
believed it would be too costly due to death of even one innocent soldier. His Majesty 
used political maneuver and deployed Iranian Imperial Armed Forces by Iraq border, and 
made it clear and crystal  that Iran was ready to charge at enemy.  Eventually Saddam 
Hussein came to his senses and peace was made between Iran and Iraq without making 
any mother shed tears for her son. 

In October 1971 His Majesty celebrated twenty five hundred years of monarchy in Iran 
by inviting dignitaries from other nations to Iran by holding a ceremony in Persepolis. 
Interestingly,  back  in  ancient  times  of  Iran,  Iranian  monarchs  would  be  greeted  by 
dignitaries  in  the Persepolis  during ceremonies.  Thus,  His majesty repeated the same 
history, as dignitaries from other nations greeted head of state of Iran, and at this time 
Iran was at pinnacle point, and no longer a nation for sale.   

His Majesty drafted safe HWY plan for Iran so heavy duty equipments, as well as, large 
vehicles would use their own designated HWY and sedan vehicles would use their own 
HWY which would reduce fatality  rate  during crash.  When European nations  needed 
financial assistance, His Majesty would give loan to France or other nations, or when 
Concord Airplane on brink of bankruptcy,  His Majesty was their to help the Concord 
Airplane and not allowing employees of Concord to become unemployed and families 
would become destitute. He also took part in given loan to African nations to rebuild their 
shattered economy and building rail way in order to rejuvenated  their economy.  Most 
importantly, the Middle East was in peace.

His Majesty's contribution to Iran was not exclusively to the above highlights. The above 
highlights were some of them which were feasible to mention in this paper and was not 
meant to be an analyst of each and every of His contribution to Iran and other nations. 
However, the world did not appreciate Him and His good story had to come to a bitter 
end by Jimmy Carter from democrat party of the US and the BBC. 

In 1979 His Majesty left Iran because the democrat party of the US Jimmy Carter was 
elected as President of the US. He wanted cheap oil from Iran, and Iran was interested to 
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use oil frugality, and the British wanted to play the New Great Game in the region, and 
instigated public against their King. Public thought in their la la land that they will make 
financial gain, but as time passed by public noticed that they lost everything that they had 
which was due to His Majesty's leadership. 

This portion of the paper is briefly examining aftermath of 1979 fiasco in Iran. The cleric 
regime began to eliminate any kind of threat, and opened butcher shop in their dungeons, 
and executed Iranian Imperial Armed Forces in cold blood.  The theocratic regime in Iran 
provoked Shiite Muslims in Iraq by asking the Shiite Muslims to revolt against Saddam 
Hussein which gave  Saddam Hussein all the reasons to invade Iran. The cleric dragged 
the war for eight years which claimed countless lives of innocent people. Eventually, the 
war came to an end as Iran lost the war. The cleric regime was same as the Qajar dynasty. 
The  cleric  began  to  bribe  the  Western  nations  to  prolong  their  longevity  in  Iran  by 
forming lobby groups in Western countries.   

In Canada, there was Iran Canada Business Council and ring leader was Ahmad Reza 
Tabrizi,  who had Canadian politicians  on its  payroll  of  the cleric  regime in name of 
political campaign contribution. Furthermore, mullah Rafsanjani was investing money in 
Canada by building HWY 407, or Center Point Mall, and Iranians were deprived from 
economic  prosperity.  In  the  US,  there  was  National  Iranian  American  Council.  This 
council was managed by Tirita Parsi, who was acting in best interest of the cleric regime 
in legislative body of the US, and there was National American Council under leadership 
of Hooshang Amir Ahmadi who was spreading propaganda about the establishment in 
Iran as a misunderstood entity by outsiders. The cleric regime formed other entities like 
Network Iranian American Professional Orange County {NIPOC} and IMAN Foundation 
which were agencies of the cleric regime to recruit  youth in university campuses and 
making sure these youth would gain position in the system and would advance interest of 
the cleric regime in close future.       

In conclusion, in 19th Century Iran's sovereignty was undermined due to the Great Game 
of the Britain and theRussia. During this critical moment Reza Savad Kooh emerged on 
the  scene  of  politics  and  saved  Iran  from  strangling,  and  He  modernized  Iran's 
technology. However, the Britain and the Russia wanted to strangle Iran and decided to 
invade Iran, as they did. Eventually, His Majesty Mohammad Reza PAHLAVI inherited 
the Peacock Throne of Iran which was according to political culture of Iran, and as He 
made great progress in Iran while price of oil was below $10.00 US per barrel and during 
couple of years before His departure from Iran, He brought the price of oil to equilibrium 
price which was $39.00 US. Nowadays one barrel of oil would be somewhere to $150.00 
US and would be educated guess that 90% of Iranian were living under harsh economic 
condition and by saying living below poverty line really did not make sense, these 90% 
of population were working and still they could not meet the demands of their life. The 
cleric regime was funneling money in the West and were given to their agents to buy 
politicians  in  the  name of  political  campaign contribution,  or  investing in  real  estate 
business or construction industry while Iranians were deprived from economic prosperity. 
In fact, the cleric regime by given money to the Western nations, the Western nations 
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would be pursue to ignore murdering Iranian Imperial Armed Forces in cold blood during 
early stage of 1979 fiasco in Iran which was direct violation of human rights. 

Thus, the Father and Son built an independent and modernized nation-state in Iran which 
was moving toward Great Gate of Civilization and same ungrateful people back stabbed 
their loyal and best friend and their own King in their la la land to lower price of oil and 
better  themselves  financial  and  now  they  reached  to  their  mirage  land  which  was 
predicted in HisMajesty, Light of Aryan, King of Kings Mohammad Reza PAHLAVI's 
book “Answer to History” that price of oil per barrel would be way above of $60.00 US 
and Russia would control the Middle East region which was the case today.     

Obituary:

Sarbazan  Organization  takes  this  moment  and  expresses  the  deepest  sorrow  and 
sympathy to Her Majesty, Queen of Queens Farah PAHLAVI, His Majesty Reza Shah II, 
Princess Farahnaz and Prince Ali Reza PAHLAVI for their loss His Majesty, Light of 
Aryan, King of Kings Mohammad Reza PAHLAVI I on July 27th, 1980. 

Taghdir Nameh Taghdemi be Darajeh Daran-e Artish Shah-hanshahi

Sarbazan organization would like to take this golden moment in 18 Tir to remember and 
to salute all Honorable Immortal Sergeants/Darajeh Dar whether they took part in 18 Tir 
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uprising or not and they gave their precious life for His Majesty, Light of Aryan, King of 
Kings Mohammad Reza PAHLAVI and Iran without second thought, and their hard labor 
shall become a pillar for others to remember that freedom of Iran is a primary duty of 
every Iranian from hands of savage mullahs.   

Video clip:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jnl_wDxjTA0 

Payandeh Iran/Long Live Iran
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